
ACCT Cost Accounting BGSU
Exam 1 PIN#                                  
February 2008
Albrecht

Q1 Written–biases and uncertainties 20 min 20 pts

Q2 Cost behavior 8 min 9 pts
Q3 Cost behavior 9 min 9 pts
Q4 Graphing cost patterns 5 min 10 pts
Q5 Various cost computations 10 min 12 pts

Q6 Various learning curve computations 10 min 18 pts
Q7 Learning curve problem 10 min 15 pts

Q8 Basic CVP with CM 5 min 10 pts
Q9 Basic CVP with CM ratio 5 min 10 pts
Q10 CVP with changing costs 10 min 8 pts
Q11 Where A, B & C are best    12 min     12 pts

Overall 107 min  133 pts

Instructions:

1. Use only your university p-number, do not write your name on any page of this exam.
2. Budget your time wisely.
3. Show all work and computations.  Incorrect answers on the problems that are accompanied by

computations are eligible for partial credit.

4. You may use a calculator, a straight-edge, pens and pencils.  You may not
use your text or any notes.  You may not use a cell phone, PDA, laptop
computer.  This exam is closed-book, closed-notes, and closed-neighbor.

5. Do not cheat!  An exam is not important enough to compromise your honor.  Anyone

caught cheating will be disciplined according to university
policy and course policies listed on the syllabus. 

6. Good luck.  Scores and grades might be available in
Thursday’s class.
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Potentially useful equations:

y = axb    T = axb+1

Where:
y = cumulative average time per unit
T = total time for x units
a = time required for first unit
x = cumulative number of units produced
b = ln (% learning) / ln (2)

Units Revenue
SP*X ! V*X ! F = π Rev ! V%*Rev ! F = π
(SP ! V)*X ! F = π (1 ! V%)*Rev ! F = π

CM*X ! F = π CM%*Rev ! F = π
CM*X = F + π CM%*Rev = F + π

CM*ªX  = ªπ CM*ªRev  = ªπ

π*(1 ! tax rate) = after tax net income

Where:
SP = sales price per unit
VC = variable cost per unit
CM = contribution margin per unit
F = total fixed cost
X = units (designated Q in text)
VC% = variable cost as percent of revenue
CM% = contribution margin percentage (of revenue)
Rev = sales revenue
π = before tax profit

You may detach this formula sheet from the rest of the test.
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Question 1 The authors of the textbook consider biases and uncertainties to be very important to cost
accounting.  What do they mean by bias and uncertainty in accounting (providing examples is
good)?  Why do they consider biases and uncertainties such an important issue to deal with?  What
do they advocate should be done to deal with them?
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Question 2 The Cope Company conducted a study and identified data pertaining to activity and costs for
two months:

June July August
Activity level in units  15,000  20,000  25,000

Variable costs $    ?     $30,000 $    ?     

Fixed costs $    ?     $30,000 $    ?     

Mixed costs    $    ?        $30,000    $    ?     

Total costs $78,000 $90,000 $    ?     

Required: Assuming that these activity levels are within the relevant range, calculate the

amount of variable, mixed and fixed costs for June and August.  Place your answers
next to the above question marks.

Question 3  The following chart shows costs at three different levels of production.  Indicate whether

each cost is fixed (F), variable (V), or mixed (M)? 
   12 units      20 units      28 units   

      Cost A $120.00 total $6.00 per unit $120.00 total

      Cost B $138.00 total $10.50 per unit $282.00 total

      Cost C $8.00 per unit $160.00 total $224.00 total

      Cost D $7.00 per unit $4.20 per unit $3.00 per unit

      Cost E $72.00 total $5.00 per unit $4.57 per unit
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Question 4  Create line graphs for the following types of cost patterns on the graphs below. The

lines do not need to be drawn to scale.  Your line graph should simply convey the proper shape of
the line.  The Y-axis (vertical) represents total costs, the X-axis (horizontal) represents activity levels.

a. Electricity bill--a flat fixed charge plus a variable cost after a certain number of hours are
worked.

b. Monthly rent is 5% of gross sales up to a maximum payment of $5,000 per month.
c. There is no initial investment in fixed cost.  Costs for the first 1,000 units are $5 per unit. 

Above 1,000 units, the costs decrease to $2 per unit.
d. Initial fixed costs are $15,000, with an additional fixed charge prior to making the 20,001st

unit.  Variable costs are $3 for all untis.
e. For this line graph, graph the (cumulative) average cost where labor costs are $25 per hour

with a 90% learning effect (per doubling) and 10 minutes for the first unit.  For this graph,
you are not graphing total cost, but average cost
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Question 5 Compute the following amounts.

1. If costs for the first 1,000 units are $5 per unit.  Above 1,000 units, the costs decrease to $2 per

unit. What is the total amount of cost at 3,500 units?

2. There is an initial investment of $25,000.   An additional fixed charge of $15,000 is incurred prior
to making the 20,001st unit.  Variable costs for the first 40,000 units are $3 per unit.  Above 40,000

units, variable costs are $7 per unit (a $4 increase).  What is the amount of total cost at
30,000 units?

3. There is an initial investment of $200,000.  For the range from 1 to 25,000 units, the cost structure
for units produced and sold is expected to be $6 per unit variable.  For the range from 25,001 to
35,000, the cost structure for units produced and sold is expected to be $5 per unit variable (a
reduction of $1 per unit).  For the range above 35,000, the cost structure for units produced and
sold is expected to be $4 per unit variable (a further decrease of $1 per unit).  The sales price is $9
per unit.

What is the amount of total cost at 20,000 units?  30,000 units?  40,000 units?
[Clearly mark your three answers.]
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Question 6  Compute the following amounts.

1. The learning effect is 86% and the time for the first unit is 20 minutes.  What is the total time
required for the first 15,000 units?  What is the total time required for units 15,001 to 20,000?  Be
sure to clearly mark your answers.

2. The learning effect is 92% and the time for the first unit is 15 minutes.  What is the cumulative
average time per unit after 700 units?
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Question 7  The Campbell Company has noticed that it took 13,366 units of time to produce the first
10,000 units, and 5,240 units of time to produce the next 5,000 units.  This means that after
15,000, the total time incurred was 18,606 units of time.

What is the learning effect?

Please generate a learning curve function to describe the above observations.  You may write
it either in terms of cumulative average time or total time.  Your b or b+1 values should be taken
to at least four decimal places.

y = axb    T = axb+1
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Question 8 The Ongera Company produces and sells super
widgets.  It projects the following revenue and costs for
production and sales:

Sales price $9 per unit
Variable cost $5 per unit
Fixed cost $324,000 total

Required:
(1) What is the break even point in units for Ongera Company's super widgets?

(2) What will be Ongera Company's profit at 4,000 units above the break-even point? 

Prove your answer by creating a contribution margin income statement.

(3) What is Ongera Company’s profit/loss at 70,000 units?
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Question 9  The Hess Company has the following revenues and costs for the current year:
Total revenues $8,000,000
Total variable costs 2,400,000
Total fixed costs 3,600,000
Profit 2,000,000

Required:
(1) What is the break even point in sales dollars?

(2) What is the loss at $50,000 in sales below the break even point.  Prove your answer

by creating a contribution margin income statement.

(3) How many dollars of total revenue are needed to produce a before-tax profit of 5%

of sales?
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Question 10   The Jennings company sells zidgets at $7 per unit.  The cost structure is as follows.  There
is an initial investment of $70,000.  Costs for the first 30,000 units are $4 per unit.   Above

30,000 units, variable costs are $6 per unit (a $2 increase).  How many units must be sold
to generate a profit of $35,000?
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Question 11  The Knepper Company is considering adopting one of three new processes to produce its
primary product, Yidgets.  Yidgets can be sold for $25 per unit. 

Process A: variable costs of $10 per unit and fixed costs of $180,000.
Process B: variable costs of $18 per unit and fixed costs of $60,000.
Process C: variable costs of $20 per unit and no fixed costs.

Knepper’s relevant range is from 1 to 100,000 units

Required: 

Which process is best at various parts of the relevant range? [Hint: you will need to compute
indifference points between the various processes.]
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 ACCT Cost Accounting
Exam 1

February 2008
Solutions

Question 1 The authors of the textbook consider biases and uncertainties to be very important to cost
accounting.  What do they mean by bias and uncertainty in accounting (providing examples is
good)?  Why do they consider biases and uncertainties such an important issue to deal with?  What
do they advocate should be done to deal with them?

Uncertainties and Biases Create Barriers to High Quality Decisions

Uncertainties Prevent Managers From:
* Accurately describing a problem
* Identifying all possible options
* Knowing the outcomes of various options
* Anticipating all future conditions

Biases Inhibit:
* Recognition of uncertainties
* Thorough analyses
* Consideration of alternative viewpoints
* Critical evaluation of priorities
* Continuous improvement
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Question 2 The Cope Company conducted a study and identified data pertaining to activity and costs for
two months:

June July August
Activity level in units  15,000  20,000  25,000

Variable costs $22,500 $30,000 $37,500

Fixed costs $30,000 $30,000 $30,000

Mixed costs    $25,500    $30,000    $34,500

Total costs $78,000 $90,000 $102,000

Required: Assuming that these activity levels are within the relevant range, calculate the

amount of variable, mixed and fixed costs for June and August

E1, Q2
Item Var Mixed Fixed

Ans 22-5 - 37.5 30 - 30 25.5 - 34.5

% correct 95% 100% 86% 93.7%

Correct 35 37 32

Incorrect 2 0 5

E1, Q2
Item Var Mixed Fixed Total

Ans 22-5 - 37.5 30 - 30 25.5 - 34.5

Avg Pts 2.84 3.00 2.68 8.51

94.6% 100.0% 89.2% 94.6%
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Question 3  The following chart shows costs at three different levels of production.  Indicate whether

each cost is fixed (F), variable (V), or mixed (M)? 
   12 units      20 units      28 units   

F Cost A $120.00 total $6.00 per unit $120.00 total

M Cost B $138.00 total $10.50 per unit $282.00 total

V Cost C $8.00 per unit $160.00 total $224.00 total

F Cost D $7.00 per unit $4.20 per unit $3.00 per unit

M Cost E $72.00 total $5.00 per unit $4.57 per unit

E1, Q3
Item A B C D E

Ans F M V F M

% correct 86% 97% 92% 89% 97% 92%

Correct 32 36 34 33 36

Incorrect 5 1 3 4 1

E1, Q3
Item A B C D E Total

Ans F M V F M

Avg Pts 1.56 1.75 1.65 1.61 1.75 8.32

86.5% 97.3% 91.9% 89.2% 97.3% 92.4%
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Question 4 Create line graphs for the following types of cost patterns on the graphs below. The

lines do not need to be drawn to scale.  Your line graph should simply convey the proper shape of
the line.  The Y-axis (vertical) represents total costs, the X-axis (horizontal) represents activity levels.

a. Electricity bill--a flat fixed charge plus a variable cost after a certain number of hours are
worked.

b. Monthly rent is 5% of gross sales up to a maximum payment of $5,000 per month.
c. There is no initial investment in fixed cost.  Costs for the first 1,000 units are $5 per unit. 

Above 1,000 units, the costs decrease to $2 per unit.
d. Initial fixed costs are $15,000, with an additional fixed charge prior to making the 20,001st

unit.  Variable costs are $3 for all untis.
e. For this line graph, graph the (cumulative) average cost where labor costs are $25 per hour

with a 90% learning effect (per doubling) and 10 minutes for the first unit.  For this graph,
you are not graphing total cost, but average cost

E1, Q4
Item 1 2 3 4 5

Ans graph graph graph graph graph

% correct 92% 81% 84% 84% 54% 79%

Correct 34 30 31 31 20

Incorrect 3 7 6 6 17

E1, Q4
Item 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Ans graph graph graph graph graph

Avg Pts 1.92 1.82 1.84 1.84 1.43 8.85

95.9% 91.2% 91.9% 91.9% 71.6% 88.5%
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Question 5 Compute the following amounts.

1. If costs for the first 1,000 units are $5 per unit.  Above 1,000 units, the costs decrease to $2 per

unit. What is the total amount of cost at 3,500 units?

Total cost = $5*1,000 + $2*2,500

Total cost = $10,000

2. There is an initial investment of $25,000.   An additional fixed charge of $15,000 is incurred prior
to making the 20,001st unit.  Variable costs for the first 40,000 units are $3 per unit.  Above 40,000

units, variable costs are $7 per unit (a $4 increase).  What is the amount of total cost at
30,000 units?

Total cost = $3*30,000 + $25,000 + $15,000

Total cost = $130,000

3. There is an initial investment of $200,000.  For the range from 1 to 25,000 units, the cost structure
for units produced and sold is expected to be $6 per unit variable.  For the range from 25,001 to
35,000, the cost structure for units produced and sold is expected to be $5 per unit variable (a
reduction of $1 per unit).  For the range above 35,000, the cost structure for units produced and
sold is expected to be $4 per unit variable (a further decrease of $1 per unit).  The sales price is $9
per unit.

What is the amount of total cost at 20,000 units?  30,000 units?  40,000 units?

Total cost at 20,000 = $200,000 + $6*20,000

$200,000 + 120,000  = $320,000
π = $180,000 ! $320,000 = !$140,000

Total cost at 30,000 = $200,000 + $6*25,000 + $5*5,000

$200,000 + $150,000 + $25,000 = $375,000
π = $270,000 ! $375,000 = !$105,000

Total cost at 40,000 = $200,000+ $6*25,000 + $5*10,000 + $4*5,000

$200,000 + $150,000 + $50,000 + $20,000 = $420,000
π = $360,000 ! $420,000 = !$60,000

E1, Q5
Item 1 2 3a 3b 3c
Ans 5*1000+2*25003*30000+25000+15000 6*20000+200000 6*25000+5*5000+200000 6*25000+5*10000+4*5000+200000

% correct 95% 92% 84% 70% 70% 82%

Correct 35 34 31 26 26

Incorrect 2 3 6 11 11

E1, Q5
Item 1 2 3a 3b 3c

Ans 5*1000+2*25003*30000+25000+15000 6*20000+200000 6*25000+5*5000+200000 6*25000+5*10000+4*5000+200000
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Avg Pts 3.87 3.85 0.97 1.28 1.28 11.24
96.8% 96.1% 72.6% 95.8% 95.8% 93.7%
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Question 6  Compute the following amounts.

1. The learning effect is 86% and the time for the first unit is 20 minutes.  What is the total time
required for the first 15,000 units?  What is the total time required for units 15,001 to 20,000?

T15,000 = 20*15,000+0.78241

T15,000 = 37,021

T20,000  ! T15,000 = 20*20,000+0.78241 !  20*15,000+0.78241

T20,000  !!!! T15,000 = 46,366 !!!! 37,021 = 9,345

2. The learning effect is 92% and the time for the first unit is 15 minutes.  What is the cumulative
average time per unit after 700 units?

Y700 = 15*700!0.12029

Y700 = 6.8211
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Question 7  The Campbell Company has noticed that it took 13,366 units of time to produce the first
10,000 units, and 5,240 units of time to produce the next 5,000 units.  This means that after
15,000, the total time incurred was 18,606 units of time.

What is the learning effect?

Please generate a learning curve function to describe the above observations. 

y = axb    T = axb+1

ln(13,366) = ln(a) + (b+1)*ln(10,000)
ln(18,606) = ln(a) + (b+1)*ln(15,000)

9.831239 ! 9.500469 = (b+1) * (9.615805 ! 9.21034)
0.33077 = (b+1)*0.405465

b+1 = 0.81578
b = !0.18422

ln(LE) = b*ln(2)
ln(LE) = !0.12769

LE = e!0.12769

LE = 88.0124%

ln(a) = 1.986867
a = 7.292648

y = 7.29265 x!!!!0.18422    T = 7.29265*x+0.81578
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Question 8 The Ongera Company produces and sells super
widgets.  It projects the following revenue and costs for
production and sales:

Sales price $9 per unit
Variable cost $5 per unit
Fixed cost $324,000 total

Required:
(1) What is the break even point in units for Ongera Company's super widgets?

CM*X ! F = π
4*X ! $324,000 = 0

X = 81,000 units

(2) What will be Ongera Company's profit at 4,000 units above the break-even point? 

Prove your answer by creating a contribution margin income statement.

CM*ªX  = ªπ

ªπ = $4*4,000 = +$16,000

Sales Revenue $765,000 (81,000+4,000)*9
Variable costs    $425,000 85,000*5
Contribution margin $340,000 85,000*4
Fixed cost    $324,000
Profit $16,000

(3) What is Ongera Company’s profit/loss at 70,000 units?

CM*X ! F = π
$4*70,000 ! $324,000 = $280,000 ! $324,000

π = !!!!$44,000
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Question 9  The Hess Company has the following revenues and costs for the current year:
Total revenues $8,000,000
Total variable costs 2,400,000
Total fixed costs 3,600,000
Profit 2,000,000

Required:
(1) What is the break even point in sales dollars?

cm% = 5,600,000 ÷ 8,000,000 = 70%

cm%*revenue ! $3,600,000 = 0
0.70*revenue = $3,600,000

revenue = $5,142,857

(2) What is the loss at $50,000 in sales below the break even point.  Prove your answer

by creating a contribution margin income statement.

0.70*$50,000 = !!!!$35,000

Sales Revenue $5,092,857 ($5,142,857 ! $50,000)*100%
Variable costs   1,527,857 5,092,857*30%
Contribution margin $3,565,000 5,092,857*70%
Fixed cost    $3,600,000
Profit !$35,000

(3) How many dollars of total revenue are needed to produce a before-tax profit of 5%

of sales?

0.7*revenue ! $3,600,000 = 0.05*revenue
0.65*revenue = $3,600,000

revenue = $5,538,462
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Question 10   The Jennings company sells zidgets at $7 per unit.  The cost structure is as follows.  There
is an initial investment of $70,000.  Costs for the first 30,000 units are $4 per unit.   Above

30,000 units, variable costs are $6 per unit (a $2 increase).  How many units must be sold
to generate a profit of $35,000?

(7 ! 4)*X + (7 ! 6) Y !$70,000 = $35,000
$3*30,000 + $1*Y = $105,000

Y = 15,000 units

total units = X + Y = 30,000 + 15,000 = 45,000 units

Question 11  The Knepper Company is considering adopting one of three new processes to produce its
primary product, Newberries.  Newberries can be sold for $25 per unit. 

Process A: variable costs of $10 per unit and fixed costs of $180,000.
Process B: variable costs of $18 per unit and fixed costs of $60,000.
Process C: variable costs of $20 per unit and no fixed costs.

Knepper’s relevant range is from 1 to 100,000 units

Required: 

Profit A = Profit B
$15X ! $180,000 = $7X ! $60,000

$8X = $120,000
X = 15,000 units, A above, B below

Profit A = Profit C
$15X ! $180,000 = $5X ! $0

$10X = $180,000
X = 18,000 units, A above, C below

Profit B = Profit C
$7X ! $60,000 = $5X ! $0

$2X = $60,000
X = 30,000 units, B above, C below

Which process is best at various parts of the relevant range?

0 #### C #### 18,000 #### A #### 100,000
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ACCT 331 Cost Accounting BGSU
Exam 1 Retest PIN#                                  
March 2008
Albrecht

Q1 Vision, core competencies, etc. 20 min 20 pts

Q2 Cost behavior 8 min 9 pts
Q3 Cost behavior 9 min 9 pts
Q4 Graphing cost patterns 5 min 8 pts
Q5 Various cost computations 10 min 8 pts

Q6 Various learning curve computations 10 min 18 pts
Q7 Learning curve problem 10 min 15 pts

Q8 Basic CVP with CM 5 min 10 pts
Q9 Basic CVP with CM ratio 5 min 10 pts
Q10 CVP with changing costs 10 min 8 pts
Q11 Where A, B & C are best    12 min     12 pts

Overall 107 min  133 pts

Instructions:

1. Use only your university p-number, do not write your name on any page of this exam.
2. Budget your time wisely.
3. Show all work and computations.  Incorrect answers on the problems that are accompanied by

computations are eligible for partial credit.

4. You may use a calculator, a straight-edge, pens and pencils.  You may not use your text or

any notes.  You may not use a cell phone, PDA, laptop computer.  This exam is closed-book,
closed-notes, and closed-neighbor.

5. Do not cheat!  An exam is not important enough to compromise your honor.  Anyone

caught cheating will be disciplined according to university
policy and course policies listed on the syllabus. 

6. Good luck. 
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Potentially useful equations:

y = axb    T = axb+1

Where:
y = cumulative average time per unit
T = total time for x units
a = time required for first unit
x = cumulative number of units produced
b = ln (% learning) / ln (2)

Units Revenue
SP*X ! V*X ! F = π Rev ! V%*Rev ! F = π
(SP ! V)*X ! F = π (1 ! V%)*Rev ! F = π

CM*X ! F = π CM%*Rev ! F = π
CM*X = F + π CM%*Rev = F + π

CM*ªX  = ªπ CM*ªRev  = ªπ

π*(1 ! tax rate) = after tax net income

Where:
SP = sales price per unit
VC = variable cost per unit
CM = contribution margin per unit
F = total fixed cost
X = units (designated Q in text)
VC% = variable cost as percent of revenue
CM% = contribution margin percentage (of revenue)
Rev = sales revenue
π = before tax profit

You may detach this formula sheet from the rest of the test.
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Question 1   In chapter 1, the authors of the textbook say that managers use organizational strategies to

take advantage or core competencies while working toward the organizational vision.  Define
and explain each of the three terms in bold print, taking care not to use the term in the definition. 
Then, in every day terms, explain what the sentence means.  Finally, imagine that you have a very
small and simple business, such as a lemonade stand or lawn mowing business (or anything else
than lends itself for use as an example) and, and provide examples of each term.
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Question 2 The Cope Company conducted a study and identified data pertaining to activity and costs for
two months:

June July August
Activity level in units  12,000  20,000  60,000

Variable costs $    ?     $30,000 $    ?     

Fixed costs $    ?     $30,000 $    ?     

Mixed costs    $    ?        $30,000    $    ?     

Total costs $73,000 $90,000 $    ?     

Required:  Assuming that these activity levels are within the relevant range, calculate the

amount of variable, mixed and fixed costs for June and August.  Place your answers
next to the above question marks.

Question 3  The following chart shows costs at three different levels of production.  Indicate whether

each cost is fixed (F), variable (V), or mixed (M)? 
   14 units      16 units      22 units   

      Cost A $5.00 per unit $80.00 total $110.00 total

      Cost B $10.00 per unit $8.75 per unit $6.36 per unit

      Cost C $182.00 total $11.38 per unit $182.00 total

      Cost D $62.00 total $4.25 per unit $86.00 total

      Cost E $12.14 per unit $11.25 per unit $230.00 total
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Question 4  Create line graphs for the following types of cost patterns on the graphs below. The

lines do not need to be drawn to scale.  Your line graph should simply convey the proper shape of
the line.  The Y-axis (vertical) represents total costs, the X-axis (horizontal) represents activity levels.

a. Cell phone bill–$50 per month plus $0.30 for all minutes used in excess of 700 minutes.
b. Cost for supervisors, where one supervisor is needed for every 10 full time employees.  The

number of full time employees depends upon the amount of business..
c. The initial investment in fixed cost is $5,000.  Costs for the first 1,000 units are $5 per unit. 

Above 1,000 units, the costs increase to $7 per unit.
d. For this line graph, graph the total cost where labor costs are $25 per hour with a 90%

learning effect (per doubling) and 10 minutes for the first unit.  For this graph, you are not
graphing average cost, but total cost
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Question 5 Compute the following amounts.

1. There is an initial investment of $25,000.   An additional fixed charge of $15,000 is incurred prior
to making the 20,001st unit.  Variable costs for the first 40,000 units are $3 per unit.  Above 40,000

units, variable costs are $5 per unit.  What is the amount of total cost at 10,000 units? 
At 30,000 units?  At 50,000 units?
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Question 6  Compute the following amounts.

1. The learning effect is 74% and the time for the first unit is 26 minutes.  What is the cumulative
average time per unit after 150 units?

2. The learning effect is 62% and the time for the first unit is 1,200 minutes.  What is the total time
required for the first 30 units?  What is the total time required for units 31 to 40?  Be sure to
clearly mark your answers.
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Question 7  The Campbell Company has noticed that it took 15,000 units of time to produce the first
4,000 units, and 14,000 units of time to produce the next 5,000 units.

What is the learning effect?

Please generate a learning curve function to describe the above observations.  

You may write it either in terms of cumulative average time or total time.  Your b or b+1 values should
be taken to at least four decimal places.

y = axb    T = axb+1
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Question 8 The Ongera Company makes a hot water bottle in one factory.  Budgeted revenue and cost
data relating to operations for the coming year are:

Sales (230,000 bottles @20) $4,600,000
Variable costs   2,760,000
Contribution margin 1,840,000
Fixed costs       1,150,000
Income 690,000

Required:
(1) What is the break even point in units for Ongera Company's super widgets?

(2) What will be Ongera Company's loss at 9,000 units below the break-even point?  Prove

your answer by creating a contribution margin income statement.

(3) What is Ongera Company’s profit/loss at 190,000 units?
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Question 9 In 2007, the Hess Company has the following revenues and costs:
Total revenues $10,000,000
Total variable costs 3,500,000
Total fixed costs 2,600,000

Variable costs and fixed costs for 2008 are expected to remain similar to the cost behavior pattern from
2007.  The tax rate is 17%.

Required:
(1) What is the break even point in sales dollars?

(2) What amount of sales in 2008 are needed to generate an after-tax profit of

$3,000,000? 

(3) How many dollars of total revenue in 2008 are needed to produce a before-tax profit

of 5% of sales?  Prove your answer by creating a contribution margin income

statement.
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Question 10   The Jennings company sells zidgets at $14 per unit.  The cost structure is as follows. 
There is an initial investment of $80,000.  Variable costs for the first 10,000 units are $9 per unit. 
 After 10,000 units and up until 20,000 units, variable costs are $10 per unit.  Above 20,000

units, variable costs are $6 per unit.  How many units must be sold to generate a
profit of $40,000?
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Question 11  The Knepper Company is considering adopting one of three new processes to produce its
primary product, Yidgets.  Yidgets can be sold for $29 per unit. 

Process A:  variable costs of $17 per unit and fixed costs of $140,000.
Process B:  variable costs of $19 per unit and fixed costs of $60,000.
Process C:  variable costs of $11 per unit and $200,000 fixed costs.

Knepper’s relevant range is from 1 to 250,000 units

Required: 

Which process is best at various parts of the relevant range? [Hint: you will need to compute
indifference points between the various processes.]
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 ACCT Cost Accounting
Exam 1 Retest
March 2008

Solutions

Question 2 The Cope Company conducted a study and identified data pertaining to activity and costs for
two months:

June July August
Activity level in units  12,000  20,000  60,000

Variable costs $18,000 $30,000 $90,000

Fixed costs $30,000 $30,000 $30,000

Mixed costs    $25,000    $30,000    $75,000

Total costs $73,000 $90,000 $195,000

Question 3  The following chart shows costs at three different levels of production.  Indicate whether

each cost is fixed (F), variable (V), or mixed (M)? 
   14 units      16 units      22 units   

V Cost A $5.00 per unit $80.00 total $110.00 total

F Cost B $10.00 per unit $8.75 per unit $6.36 per unit

F Cost C $182.00 total $11.38 per unit $182.00 total

M Cost D $62.00 total $4.25 per unit $86.00 total

M Cost E $12.14 per unit $11.25 per unit $230.00 total
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Question 4  Create line graphs for the following types of cost patterns on the graphs below. The

lines do not need to be drawn to scale.  Your line graph should simply convey the proper shape of
the line.  The Y-axis (vertical) represents total costs, the X-axis (horizontal) represents activity levels.

a. Cell phone bill–$50 per month plus $0.30 for all minutes used in excess of 700 minutes.
b. Cost for supervisors, where one supervisor is needed for every 10 full time employees.  The

number of full time employees depends upon the amount of business..
c. The initial investment in fixed cost is $5,000.  Costs for the first 1,000 units are $5 per unit. 

Above 1,000 units, the costs increase to $7 per unit.
d. For this line graph, graph the total cost where labor costs are $25 per hour with a 90%

learning effect (per doubling) and 10 minutes for the first unit.  For this graph, you are not
graphing average cost, but total cost

| | |

| | |

| | |

| | |

| | |

| | |

| | |

| | |

| | |
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Question 5   Compute the following amounts.  There is an initial investment of $25,000.   An additional
fixed charge of $15,000 is incurred prior to making the 20,001st unit.  Variable costs for the first 40,000

units are $3 per unit.  Above 40,000 units, variable costs are $5 per unit.  What is the amount of
total cost at 10,000 units?  At 30,000 units?  At 50,000 units?

TC =  55,000  = 25,000 + 10,000*3

TC =  130,000  = 25,000 + 15,000 + 30,000*3

TC =  210,000  = 25,000 + 15,000 + 40,000*3 + 10,000*5

Question 6  Compute the following amounts.

1. The learning effect is 74% and the time for the first unit is 26 minutes.  What is the cumulative
average time per unit after 150 units?

Y = 26*150!0.4344

Y = 2.9490

2. The learning effect is 62% and the time for the first unit is 1,200 minutes.  What is the total time
required for the first 30 units?  What is the total time required for units 31 to 40?  Be sure to
clearly mark your answers.

T = 1,200*30(0.6897+1)

T = 3,448

M = 1,200*40(0.6897+1) 1,200*30(0.6897+1)

322.01

Question 7  What is the learning effect?

Please generate a learning curve function to describe the above observations.  

y = axb    T = axb+1

ln(15,000) = ln(a) + (b+1)*ln(4,000)
ln(29,000) = ln(a) + (b+1)*ln(9,000)

LE = 0.8784

y = 17.69282x!!!!0.18705    T = 17.69282x0.81295
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Question 8 The Ongera Company makes a hot water bottle in one factory.  Budgeted revenue and cost
data relating to operations for the coming year are:

Sales (230,000 bottles @20) $4,600,000
Variable costs (230,000 @12)   2,760,000
Contribution margin (230,000@8) 1,840,000
Fixed costs       1,150,000
Income 690,000

(1) What is the break even point in units for Ongera Company's super widgets?

CM*X ! F = π
8*X ! 1,150,000 = 0

X = 143,750 units

(2) What will be Ongera Company's loss at 9,000 units below the break-even point?  Prove your

answer by creating a contribution margin income statement.

CM*ªX  = ªπ

ªπ = $8*(!9,000) = !!!!72,000

Sales Revenue $2,695,000 (143,750!9000)*20
Variable costs    $1,617,000 134,750*12
Contribution margin $1,078,000 134,750*4
Fixed cost    $1,150,000
Profit !$72,000

(3) What is Ongera Company’s profit/loss at 190,000 units?

CM*X ! F = π

8*190,000 ! 1,150,000 = $370,000
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Question 9

(1) What is the break even point in sales dollars?

CM% = (10 ! 3.5) ÷ 10 = 65%

CM*R ! F = π
0.65*R ! 2,600,000 = 0

Revenue = $4,000,000

(2) What amount of sales in 2008 are needed to generate an after-tax profit of $3,000,000? 

CM*R ! F = π ÷ (1 ! TR)
0.65*R ! 2,600,000 = 3,000,000 ÷ (1 ! .17)

Revenue = $9,560,704

Sales Revenue $9,560,704
Variable costs    $3,346,247 9,560,704*.35
Contribution margin $6,214,457
Fixed cost    $2,600,000
Pre-tax Profit $3,614,457
Inc tax @17%        614,457

\ Profit $3,000,000

(3) How many dollars of total revenue in 2008 are needed to produce a before-tax profit of 5%

of sales?  Prove your answer by creating a contribution margin income statement.

CM*R ! F = π
0.65*R ! 2,600,000 = 0.05*R

0.60*R = 2,600,000

Revenue = $4,333,333

Sales Revenue $4,333,333
Variable costs    $1,516,667 4,333,333*.35
Contribution margin $2,816,667
Fixed cost    $2,600,000
Profit $216,667 4,333,333*.05

Question 10  
X = A + B + C

5*A + 4*B + 8*C ! 80,000 = 40,000
5*A + 4*B + 8*C = 80,000 + 40,000

5*(A=10,000) + 4*B + 8*C < 80,000 + 40,000
5*(A=10,000) + 4*(B=10,000) + 8*C < 80,000 + 40,000

8*C = 30,000\
C = 3,750

X = 10,000 + 10,000 + 3,750 = 23,750
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Question 11  The Knepper Company is considering adopting one of three new processes to produce its
primary product, Yidgets.  Yidgets can be sold for $29 per unit. 

Process A:  variable costs of $17 per unit and fixed costs of $140,000.
Process B:  variable costs of $19 per unit and fixed costs of $60,000.
Process C:  variable costs of $11 per unit and $200,000 fixed costs.

Knepper’s relevant range is from 1 to 250,000 units

Required: 

Which process is best at various parts of the relevant range? [Hint: you will need to compute
indifference points between the various processes.]

Indifference point A to B 12*X ! 140,000 = 10*X ! 60,000
X = 40,000

B < 40,000 < A

Indifference point A to C 12*X ! 140,000 = 18*X ! 200,000
X = 10,000

A < 10,000 < C

Indifference point B to C 10*X ! 60,000 = 18*X ! 200,000
X = 17,500

B < 17,500 < C

Overall: B < 17,500 < C
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ACCT 331 Cost Accounting BGSU
Exam 2 PIN#                                  
April 1, 2008
Albrecht

Q1 CVP with product line 15 min 15 pts
Q2 Complex CVP analysis 8 min 8 pts

Q3 Drop/retain a store location 20 min 20 pts
Q4 Make or outsource 12 min 12 pts

Q4 Job costing    30 min     30 pts
Overall 85 min     85 pts

Instructions:

1. Use only your university p-number, do not write your name on any page of this exam.
2. Budget your time wisely.
3. Show all work and computations.  Showing work and computations is necessary for receiving

partial credit.

4. You may use a calculator, a straight-edge, pens and pencils.  You may not use your text or

any notes.  You may not use a cell phone, PDA, laptop computer.  This exam is closed-book,
closed-notes, and closed-neighbor.

5. Do not cheat!  An exam is not important enough to compromise your honor.  Anyone

caught cheating will be disciplined according to university
policy and course policies listed on the syllabus. 

6. Good luck. 
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Potentially Useful Equations

Traditional statement Contribution margin statement
Sales revenue Sales revenue
- Cost of Goods Sold - Variable costs
Gross Margin Contribution margin
-Selling, General & Admin - Fixed costs
Income Income

Sales rev Beg FG Beg WIP Beg Mat
! CGS + CGM + DM used + Mat Purchases
GM ! End FG + DL ! End Mat
! S&A CGS + MOH DM used
Income ! End WIP

CGM

Units Revenue
SP*X ! V*X ! F = π Rev ! V%*Rev ! F = π
(SP ! V)*X ! F = π (1 ! V%)*Rev ! F = π

CM*X ! F = π CM%*Rev ! F = π
CM*X = F + π CM%*Rev = F + π

CM*ªX  = ªπ CM*ªRev  = ªπ

π*(1 ! tax rate) = after tax net income

Where:
SP = sales price per unit
VC = variable cost per unit
CM = contribution margin per unit
F = total fixed cost
X = units (designated Q in text)
VC% = variable cost as percent of revenue
CM% = contribution margin percentage (of revenue)
Rev = sales revenue
π = before tax profit

You may detach this formula sheet from the rest of the test.
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Question 1.  CVP with a product line.  The Knepper Company makes four different products: 
Widgets, Xidgets, Yidgets and Zidgets.  Pertinent information

Widgets Xidgets Yidgets Zidgets Total
Budgeted Unit sales 16,000 14,000 70,000 110,000 210,000
Sales price per unit 50 60 12 8
Variable cost per unit 20 30 8 6

Budgeted sales revenue $800,000 $840,000 $840,000 $880,000 $3,360,000
Budgeted variable costs   320,000   420,000   560,000   660,000   1,960,000
Budgeted contribution margin 480,000 420,000 280,000 220,000 1,400,000
Budgeted common fixed costs     850,000
Budgeted income $550,000

Required:  Compute the:
(1) Compute the total sales revenue for the company to make a profit of 10% of sales revenue.  (2)
How much is this profit?   (3) At this amount of total sales revenue, what is the sales revenue for
Xidgets, and the number units to be sold of Xidgets?  Assume the sales mix to remain constant.
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Question 2.  Complex CVP analysis.   The Zrimec Company predicts that if it generates sales of
$1,450,000, it will end with a loss of $220,000, but if it generates sales of $1,800,000, it will end
with a loss of $62,000.

Required:  Compute the:
1. Contribution margin percentage.
2. Total fixed costs.
3. Break even point. 
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Question 3.  Drop/retain store location?  The most recent monthly income statement for Dolan Stores
is given below:

Total Store A Store B Store C 
Sales $1,565,000 $725,000 $240,000 $600,000 
Less variable expenses    1,270,000   550,000   220,000   500,000 
Contribution margin 295,000 175,000 20,000 100,000 
Less allocated common fixed expenses         80,000    40,000 10,000 30,000 
Less committed (unavoidable) fixed expenses  170,000  93,000  35,000 42,000 
Less discrectionary (avoidable) fixed expenses           110,000     51,000     40,000     19,000 
Operating income ($65,000) ($9,000) ($65,000) 9,000 

Due to its poor showing, consideration is being given to closing stores A and B.  The contribution
margin percentage for each store is expected to remain constant.

Case 1:   If Store B is closed, sales for Store A are expected to increase 10% and sales for Store C are
expected to decrease 5%.  Store A will pick up $5,000 of additional discretionary fixed expenses. 

Compute the overall increase (+) or decrease (!!!!) in Dolan’s operating income if Store B is closed.
Fully support and justify your answer.
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Case 2:   If stores A and B are both closed, sales for Store C are expected to increase 10%. Common

fixed expenses will decrease by $15,000.  Compute the overall increase (+) or decrease (!!!!) in

Dolan’s operating income if stores A and B are closed.  Fully support and justify your answer.
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Question 4  Make or outsource?   Ingram Corporation currently makes 200,000 units per year of a
gasket for use in one of its products.  The production manager says that the part costs $3.20 per unit on
average to make.  This figure comes from:

Direct materials $0.55 
Direct labor 0.20 
Variable manufacturing overhead 0.30 
Fixed manufacturing overhead    2.15 
Total manufacturing cost per unit 3.20 

An outside supplier has offered to sell Ingram Corporation all 200,000 gaskets for $1.40 per unit.  If
Ingram decides to discontinue making the gaskets and start purchasing them, $100,000 of the total fixed
manufacturing overhead costs could be avoided.  However, shipping (not included in the purchase cost,
would be $50,000.  An additional profit of $30,000 could be earned through use of the released facilities.

By how much does Ingram’s income change if Ingram
outsources production?  Fully support and justify
your answer.
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Question 5  A quick scan of the records of the Hessling Company reveals the following information
pertaining to the months of February, March, April, May and June:

Start Costs prior DM DL OH Costs Finish
Job Date      to April    April    April    April after April Date Disposition
A June 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $432 June 15 Sold in June
B April 18        $0 $311    $94    $371        $0 April 30 Sold in May
C March 27 $316 $317 $274 $712 $0 April 4 Sold in April
D April 21 $0 $211 $99 $289 $134 May 3 Sold in May
E April 16 $0 $86 $95 $113 $97 May 15 Sold in June
F February 12 $641 $0 $0 $0 $0 March 1 Sold in March
G March 5 $267 $0 $0 $0 $0 March 21 Sold in March
H May 12 $0 0 0 0 $478 May 28 Sold in June
I March 12 $152 $0 $0 $0 $0 March 27 Sold in May
J March 22 $110 $0 $0 $0 $420 May 3 Sold in May
K April 5 $0 ? ? $500 $0 April 20 Sold in April

$1,486 $1,200 $750 $1,985 $1,561

The overhead cost during April is overapplied by $157.

1. How much material and how much labor was added to K during April?

2. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (April 1)
Jobs:
Cost:

3. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (April 1)
Jobs:
Cost:

4. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (April 30)
Jobs:
Cost:

5. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (April 30)
Jobs:
Cost:

Continued on next page ¸ º ¸ º ¸ º ¸ º
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6. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods manufactured for April:
Jobs:

7. Compute the cost of goods manufactured for April.  Compute it two ways:

8. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods sold for April.
Jobs:

9. Compute the cost of goods sold for April.    Compute it two ways.

10. What is the actual cost of overhead incurred during April?
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11. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all direct material to all jobs worked on during April

12. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all manufacturing overhead to all jobs worked on
during April

13. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods manufactured during April

14. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods sold for April.

15. Prepare the end of period entry for accounting for overhead.
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 ACCT Cost Accounting
Exam 2

April 1 2008
Solutions

Question 1.  CVP with a product line.  The Knepper Company makes four different products: 
Widgets, Xidgets, Yidgets and Zidgets.  Pertinent information

Widgets Xidgets Yidgets Zidgets Total
Budgeted Unit sales 16,000 14,000 70,000 110,000 210,000
Sales price per unit 50 60 12 8
Variable cost per unit 20 30 8 6

Budgeted sales revenue $800,000 $840,000 $840,000 $880,000 $3,360,000
Budgeted variable costs   320,000   420,000   560,000   660,000   1,960,000
Budgeted contribution margin 480,000 420,000 280,000 220,000 1,400,000
Budgeted common fixed costs     850,000
Budgeted income $550,000

Required:  Compute the:
(1) Compute the total sales revenue for the company to make a profit of 10% of sales revenue.  (2)
How much is this profit?   (3) At this amount of total sales revenue, what is the sales revenue for
Xidgets, and the number units to be sold of Xidgets?  Assume the sales mix to remain constant.

(1) CM% = 1,400,000 ÷ 3,360,000 = 0.416667

0.416667*Rev ! 850,000 = 0.10*Rev
0.316667*Rev = 850,000

Rev = $2,684,211

(2) π = $2,684,211*0.1 = $268,421

(3) Xidget share of revenue = $2,684,211*(840/3,360) = $671,053

$6714053 ÷ $60 = 11,184 units
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Question 2.  Complex CVP analysis.   The Zrimec Company predicts that if it generates sales of
$1,450,000, it will end with a loss of $220,000, but if it generates sales of $1,800,000, it will end with a
loss of $62,000.

Required:  Compute the:
1. Contribution margin percentage.
2. Total fixed costs.
3. Break even point. 

(1) cm%*1,450,000 ! F = !220,000
cm%*1,800,000 ! F = !62,000

cm%*350,000 = 158,000

cm% = 0.451429

(2) 0.451429*1,450,000 ! F = !220,000

F = $874,571

(3) 0.451429*Rev ! 874,571 = 0

F = $1,937,339
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Question 3.  Drop/retain store location?  The most recent monthly income statement for Dolan Stores
is given below:

Total Store A Store B Store C 
Sales $1,565,000 $725,000 $240,000 $600,000 
Less variable expenses    1,270,000   550,000   220,000   500,000 
Contribution margin 295,000 175,000 20,000 100,000 
Less allocated common fixed expenses         80,000    40,000 10,000 30,000 
Less committed (unavoidable) fixed expenses  170,000  93,000  35,000 42,000 
Less discrectionary (avoidable) fixed expenses           110,000     51,000     40,000     19,000 
Operating income ($65,000) ($9,000) ($65,000) 9,000 

Due to its poor showing, consideration is being given to closing stores A and B.  The contribution
margin percentage for each store is expected to remain constant.

Case 1:   If Store B is closed, sales for Store A are expected to increase 10% and sales for Store C are
expected to decrease 5%.  Store A will pick up $5,000 of additional discretionary fixed expenses. 

Compute the overall increase (+) or decrease (!!!!) in Dolan’s operating income if Store B is closed. 
Fully support and justify your answer.

Incremental benefits
+ additional cm A 175,000*0.10 + 17,500
+ fixed cost savings B + 40,000

Incremental costs
! lost cm C 100,000*0.05 ! 5,000
! additional fixed cost A ! 5,000
! lost cm B ! 20,000

Change in income + 27,500

Case 2:   If stores A and B are both closed, sales for Store C are expected to increase 10%. Common

fixed expenses will decrease by $15,000.  Compute the overall increase (+) or decrease (!!!!) in

Dolan’s operating income if stores A and B are closed.  Fully support and justify your answer.

Incremental benefits
+ additional cm C 100,000*0.10 + 10,000
+ fixed cost savings A + 51,000
+ fixed cost savings B + 40,000
+ common fixed cost savings + 15,000

Incremental costs
! lost cm A ! 175,000
! lost cm B ! 20,000

Change in income !!!! 79,000
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Question 4  Make or outsource?   Ingram Corporation currently makes 200,000 units per year of a
gasket for use in one of its products.  The production manager says that the part costs $3.20 per unit on
average to make.  This figure comes from:

Direct materials $0.55 
Direct labor 0.20 
Variable manufacturing overhead 0.30 
Fixed manufacturing overhead    2.15 
Total manufacturing cost per unit 3.20 

An outside supplier has offered to sell Ingram Corporation all 200,000 gaskets for $1.40 per unit.  If
Ingram decides to discontinue making the gaskets and start purchasing them, $100,000 of the total fixed
manufacturing overhead costs could be avoided.  However, shipping (not included in the purchase cost,
would be $50,000.  An additional profit of $30,000 could be earned through use of the released facilities.

By how much does Ingram’s income change if Ingram outsources production?  Fully support and
justify your answer.

Incremental benefits
+ variable cost savings (0.55 + 0.20 + 0.20)*200,000 + 210,000
+ fixed cost savings + 100,000
+ additional profit + 30,000

Incremental costs
! purchase cost 1.40*200,000 ! 280,000
! shipping ! 50,000

Change in income + 10,000
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Question 5  A quick scan of the records of the Hessling Company reveals the following information
pertaining to the months of February, March, April, May and June:

Start Costs prior DM DL OH Costs Finish
Job Date      to April    April    April    April after April Date Disposition
A June 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $432 June 15 Sold in June
B April 18        $0 $311    $94    $371        $0 April 30 Sold in May
C March 27 $316 $317 $274 $712 $0 April 4 Sold in April
D April 21 $0 $211 $99 $289 $134 May 3 Sold in May
E April 16 $0 $86 $95 $113 $97 May 15 Sold in June
F February 12 $641 $0 $0 $0 $0 March 1 Sold in March
G March 5 $267 $0 $0 $0 $0 March 21 Sold in March
H May 12 $0 0 0 0 $478 May 28 Sold in June
I March 12 $152 $0 $0 $0 $0 March 27 Sold in May
J March 22 $110 $0 $0 $0 $420 May 3 Sold in May
K April 5 $0 ? ? $500 $0 April 20 Sold in April

$1,486 $1,200 $750 $1,985 $1,561

The overhead cost during April is overapplied by $157.

1. How much material and how much labor was added to K during April?

Mat: $275 =  1,200 ! (311 + 317 + 211 + 86)

Lab: $188 =  750 ! (94 + 274 + 99 + 95)

2. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (April 1)

Jobs: C, J

Cost: $426 = 316 + 110

3. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (April 1)

Jobs: I

Cost: $152

4. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (April 30)

Jobs: D, E, J

Cost: $1,003 = 599 + 294 + 110

5. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (April 30)

Jobs: B, I

Cost: $928 = 776 + 152
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6. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods manufactured for April:

Jobs: B, C, K

7. Compute the cost of goods manufactured for April.  Compute it two ways:

B 776 BWIP 426
C 1,619 +DM 1,200
K    963 +DL 750

CGM 3,358 +MOH 1,985
!EWIP !1,003

CGM 3,358

8. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods sold for April.

Jobs: C, K

9. Compute the cost of goods sold for April.    Compute it two ways.

C 1,619 BFG 152
K    963 +CGM 3,358

CGM 2,582 !EFG !928

CGM 2,582

10. What is the actual cost of overhead incurred during April?

Applied less overapplied = actual

1,985 !157 = $1,828

11. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all direct material to all jobs worked on during April

Work in process inventory 1,200
Direct materials inventory 1,200

12. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all manufacturing overhead to all jobs worked on
during April

Work in process inventory 1,985
Manufacturing Overhead Control 1,985

13. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods manufactured during April

Finished goods inventory 3,358
Work in process inventory 3,358

14. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods sold for April.

Cost of goods sold expense 2,582
Finished goods inventory 2,582
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15. Prepare the end of period entry for accounting for overhead.

Manufacturing overhead control 157
Cost of goods sold expense 157
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ACCT 331 Cost Accounting BGSU
Exam 2  Retest PIN#                                  
April, 2008
Albrecht

Q1 CVP with product line 15 min 15 pts
Q2 Complex CVP analysis 8 min 8 pts

Q3 Drop/retain a store location 20 min 12 pts
Q4 Special order 12 min 20 pts

Q5 Job costing    30 min     30 pts
Overall 85 min     85 pts

Instructions:

1. Use only your university p-number, do not write your name on any page of this exam.
2. Budget your time wisely.
3. Show all work and computations.  Showing work and computations is necessary for receiving

partial credit.

4. You may use a calculator, a straight-edge, pens and pencils.  You may not use your text or

any notes.  You may not use a cell phone, PDA, laptop computer.  This exam is closed-book,
closed-notes, and closed-neighbor.

5. Do not cheat!  An exam is not important enough to compromise your honor.  Anyone

caught cheating will be disciplined according to university
policy and course policies listed on the syllabus. 

6. Good luck. 
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Potentially Useful Equations

Traditional statement Contribution margin statement
Sales revenue Sales revenue
- Cost of Goods Sold - Variable costs
Gross Margin Contribution margin
-Selling, General & Admin - Fixed costs
Income Income

Sales rev Beg FG Beg WIP Beg Mat
! CGS + CGM + DM used + Mat Purchases
GM ! End FG + DL ! End Mat
! S&A CGS + MOH DM used
Income ! End WIP

CGM

Units Revenue
SP*X ! V*X ! F = π Rev ! V%*Rev ! F = π
(SP ! V)*X ! F = π (1 ! V%)*Rev ! F = π

CM*X ! F = π CM%*Rev ! F = π
CM*X = F + π CM%*Rev = F + π

CM*ªX  = ªπ CM*ªRev  = ªπ

π*(1 ! tax rate) = after tax net income

Where:
SP = sales price per unit
VC = variable cost per unit
CM = contribution margin per unit
F = total fixed cost
X = units (designated Q in text)
VC% = variable cost as percent of revenue
CM% = contribution margin percentage (of revenue)
Rev = sales revenue
π = before tax profit

You may detach this formula sheet from the rest of the test.
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Question 1.  CVP with a product line.  The Knepper Company makes four
different products:  Widgets, Xidgets, Yidgets and Zidgets.  Pertinent
information

Widgets Xidgets Yidgets Zidgets Total
Budgeted Unit sales 10,000 25,000 90,000 210,000 335,000
Sales price per unit 80 40 30 15
Variable cost per unit 20 18 18 11

Budgeted sales revenue $800,000 $1,000,000 $2,700,000 $3,150,000 $7,650,000
Budgeted variable costs  200,000   450,000  1,620,000  2,310,000  4,580,000
Budgeted contribution margin 600,000 550,000 1,080,000 840,000 3,070,000
Budgeted common fixed costs     2,145,000
Budgeted income $925,000

Required:  Compute the:
(1) Compute the total sales revenue for the company to make a profit of 20% of sales revenue.  (2)
How much is this profit?   (3) At this amount of total sales revenue, what is the sales revenue for
Widgets, and the number units to be sold of Widgets?  Assume the sales mix to remain constant.
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Question 2.  Complex CVP analysis.   The Zrimec Company predicts that
if it generates sales of $2,000,000, it will end with a loss of
$200,000, but if it generates sales of $3,000,000, it will end with a
profit of $100,000.

Required:  Compute the:
1. Contribution margin percentage.
2. Total fixed costs.
3. Break even point. 
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Question 3.  Drop/retain store location?  The most recent monthly income statement for Dolan Stores
is given below:

Total Store A Store B Store C 
Sales $1,500,000 $800,000 $400,000 $300,000 
Less variable expenses    1,120,000   500,000   350,000   270,000 
Contribution margin 380,000 300,000 50,000 30,000 
Less committed (unavoidable) fixed expenses  105,000  50,000  35,000 20,000 
Less allocated common fixed expenses         110,000    37,000 37,000 36,000 
Less discrectionary (avoidable) fixed expenses           140,000     71,000     20,000     49,000 
Operating income $25,000 $142,000 ($42,000) ($75,000)

Due to its poor showing, consideration is being given to closing stores B and C.  The contribution
margin percentage for each store is expected to remain constant.

If stores B and C are both closed, sales for Store A are expected to decrease 5%.  Common fixed

expenses will decrease by $13,000.  Compute the overall increase (+) or decrease (!!!!) in Dolan’s

operating income if stores B and C are closed.  Fully support and justify your answer.
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Question 4 Special Order?   The Ingram Company makes mid-priced
dining tables for sale to various retail companies.  It has a production
capacity of 45,000 tables

The planned income statement for the year without this order is as follows:

Sales (42,000 tables @ $300) $12,600,000 
Cost of goods sold:
   Fixed overhead $1,050,000 
   Direct labor (40 per unit) 1,680,000 
   Variable overhead (50 per unit) 2,100,000 
   Direct materials      1,260,000  6,090,000 
Gross profit ($155 per unit) 6,510,000 
Selling, general, and administrative expenses
   Commissions ($35 per unit) $1,470,000 
   Committed fixed costs ($45 per unit)   1,890,000    3,360,000 
Income ($75 per unit)     $3,150,000 

The president of Ingram Company has received a special offer for 10,000 tables at a price of $250. 

In order to make the 10,000 units of the special order in the factory, Ingram plans on (1) making 3,000
units itself with the 3,000 unit excess capacity, (2) outsourcing 5,000 units to a neighboring furniture
factory (the neighboring factory will charge $222 per table), and (3) cutting back on planned sales by
2,000 so that it can make the final 2,000 units of the special order. 

After all is said and done, this means that Ingram will be making and selling 40,000 tables through
normal channels, making 5,000 units of the special order itself, and outsourcing the final 5,000 units of
the special order.

No sales commission would be paid on the special order.  The production manager is to receive a
$50,000 bonus.   A delivery fee of $23,000 is also needed for the outsourced units.

By how much will Ingram’s income change (+ or !!!!) if
the special order is accepted?    Fully support and justify your
answer  
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Question 5  A quick scan of the records of the Hessling Company reveals the following information
pertaining to the months of April, May, June, July and August:

Start Costs prior DM DL OH Costs Finish
Job Date      to June    June    June    June after June Date Disposition
A August 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $432 August 15 Sold in August
B April 19 $719 $0 $0 $0 $0 May 1 Sold in May
C June 28 $0 $546 $287 $385 $890 July 15 Sold in August
D June 5 $0 ? ? $429 $0 June 20 Sold in June
E May 5 $498 $619 $722 $481 $0 June 4 Sold in June
F May 12 $379 $255 $153 $212 $0 June 21 Sold in June
G June 23 $0 $444 $321 $532 $625 July 3 Sold in July
H May 16 $416 $0 $0 $0 $0 May 27 Sold in July
I May 22 $513 $0 $10 $0 $312 July 3 Sold in July
J June 15        $0 $197    $322    $267        $0 June 30 Sold in July
K June 12 $0 $311 $157 631 $512 July 28 Sold in August

$2,525 $2,800 $2510 $2,937 $1,561

The overhead cost during June is underapplied by $312.

1. How much material and how much labor was added to D during June?

2. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (June 1)
Jobs:
Cost:

3. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (June 1)
Jobs:
Cost:

4. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (June 30)
Jobs:
Cost:

5. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (June 30)
Jobs:
Cost:

Continued on next page ¸ º ¸ º ¸ º ¸ º
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6. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods manufactured for June:
Jobs:

7. Compute the cost of goods manufactured for June.  Compute it two ways:

8. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods sold for June.
Jobs:

9. Compute the cost of goods sold for June.    Compute it two ways.

10. What is the actual cost of overhead incurred during June?
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11. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all direct material to all jobs worked on during June

12. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all manufacturing overhead to all jobs worked on
during June

13. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods manufactured during June

14. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods sold for June.

15. Prepare the end of period entry for accounting for overhead.
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 ACCT Cost Accounting
Exam 2 Retest

April 2008
Solutions

Question 1.  
Widgets Xidgets Yidgets Zidgets Total

Budgeted Unit sales 10,000 25,000 90,000 210,000 335,000
Sales price per unit 80 40 30 15
Variable cost per unit 20 18 18 11

Budgeted sales revenue $800,000 $1,000,000 $2,700,000 $3,150,000 $7,650,000
Budgeted variable costs  200,000   450,000  1,620,000  2,310,000  4,580,000
Budgeted contribution margin 600,000 550,000 1,080,000 840,000 3,070,000
Budgeted common fixed costs     2,145,000
Budgeted income $925,000

(1) Compute the total sales revenue for the company to make a profit of 20% of sales revenue.  (2)
How much is this profit?   (3) At this amount of total sales revenue, what is the sales revenue for
Widgets, and the number units to be sold of Widgets?

Average CM% = 3,070,000 ÷ 7,650,000 = 0.4013

. 0.4013*R ! 2,145,000 = 0.20*R

R = 10,655,738

π = 2,131,148 = 10,655,738*0.4013 ! 2,145,000

Widget revenue = 1,114,326 = 10,655,738*(800/7650)

Widget units = 13,929 = 1,114,326 ÷ 80
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Question 2.  Complex CVP analysis.   The Zrimec Company predicts that if it generates sales of
$2,000,000, it will end with a loss of $200,000, but if it generates sales of $3,000,000, it will end with a
profit of $100,000.

Required:  Compute the:
1. Contribution margin percentage.
2. Total fixed costs.
3. Break even point. 

(1) cm%*2,000,000 ! F = !200,000
cm%*3,000,000 ! F = +100,000

cm%*1,000,000 = 300,000

cm% = 0.3

(2) 0.3*2,000,000 ! F = !200,000

F = $800,000

(3) 0.3*Rev ! 800,000 = 0

F = $2,666,667
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Question 3.  Drop/retain store location?  The most recent monthly income statement for Dolan Stores
is given below:

Total Store A Store B Store C 
Sales $1,500,000 $800,000 $400,000 $300,000 
Less variable expenses    1,120,000   500,000   350,000   270,000 
Contribution margin 380,000 300,000 50,000 30,000 
Less committed (unavoidable) fixed expenses  105,000  50,000  35,000 20,000 
Less allocated common fixed expenses         110,000    37,000 37,000 36,000 
Less discrectionary (avoidable) fixed expenses           140,000     71,000     20,000     49,000 
Operating income $25,000 $142,000 ($42,000) ($75,000)

Due to its poor showing, consideration is being given to closing stores B and C.  The contribution
margin percentage for each store is expected to remain constant.

If stores B and C are both closed, sales for Store A are expected to decrease 5%.  Common fixed

expenses will decrease by $13,000.  Compute the overall increase (+) or decrease (!!!!) in Dolan’s

operating income if stores B and C are closed.  Fully support and justify your answer.

Incremental benefits
+ common fixed savings + 13,000
+ fixed cost savings B + 20,000
+ fixed cost savings C + 49,000

Incremental costs
! lost cm A ! 15,000
! lost cm B ! 50,000
! lost cm C ! 30,000

Change in income !!!! 13,000
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Question 4 Special Order?   The Ingram Company makes mid-priced dining tables for sale to various
retail companies.  It has a production capacity of 45,000 tables

The planned income statement for the year without this order is as follows:

Sales (42,000 tables @ $300) $12,600,000 
Cost of goods sold:
   Fixed overhead $1,050,000 
   Direct labor (40 per unit) 1,680,000 
   Variable overhead (50 per unit) 2,100,000 
   Direct materials (30 per unit)      1,260,000  6,090,000 
Gross profit ($155 per unit) 6,510,000 
Selling, general, and administrative expenses
   Commissions ($35 per unit) $1,470,000 
   Committed fixed costs ($45 per unit)   1,890,000    3,360,000 
Income ($75 per unit)     $3,150,000 

The president of Ingram Company has received a special offer for 10,000 tables at a price of $250. 

In order to make the 10,000 units of the special order in the factory, Ingram plans on (1) making 3,000
units itself with the 3,000 unit excess capacity, (2) outsourcing 5,000 units to a neighboring furniture
factory (the neighboring factory will charge $222 per table), and (3) cutting back on planned sales by
2,000 so that it can make the final 2,000 units of the special order. 

After all is said and done, this means that Ingram will be making and selling 40,000 tables through
normal channels, making 5,000 units of the special order itself, and outsourcing the final 5,000 units of
the special order.

No sales commission would be paid on the special order.  The production manager is to receive a
$50,000 bonus.   A delivery fee of $23,000 is also needed for the outsourced units.

By how much will Ingram’s income change (+ or !!!!) if the special order is accepted?

Incremental benefits
+ additional cm in-house 5,000*(250  ! 40 ! 50 ! 30) + 650,000
+ additional cm outsource 5,000*(250 ! 222) + 140,000

Incremental costs
! lost cm regular sales 2,000*(300 ! 40 ! 50 ! 30 ! 35) ! 290,000
! delivery fee ! 23,000
! bonus ! 50,000

Change in income + 427,000
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Question 5  A quick scan of the records of the Hessling Company reveals the following information
pertaining to the months of April, May, June, July and August:

Start Costs prior DM DL OH Costs Finish
Job Date      to June    June    June    June after June Date Disposition
A August 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $432 August 15 Sold in August
B April 19 $719 $0 $0 $0 $0 May 1 Sold in May
C June 28 $0 $546 $287 $385 $890 July 15 Sold in August
D June 5 $0 ? ? $429 $0 June 20 Sold in June
E May 5 $498 $619 $722 $481 $0 June 4 Sold in June
F May 12 $379 $255 $153 $212 $0 June 21 Sold in June
G June 23 $0 $444 $321 $532 $625 July 3 Sold in July
H May 16 $416 $0 $0 $0 $0 May 27 Sold in July
I May 22 $513 $0 $10 $0 $312 July 3 Sold in July
J June 15        $0 $197    $322    $267        $0 June 30 Sold in July
K June 12 $0 $311 $157 631 $512 July 28 Sold in August

$2,525 $2,800 $2510 $2,937 $1,561

The overhead cost during June is underapplied by $312.

1. How much material and how much labor was added to D during June?

2. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (June 1)
Jobs:
Cost:

3. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (June 1)
Jobs:
Cost:

4. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for work-in-process (June 30)
Jobs:
Cost:

5. Identify the jobs associated with, and compute the costs for finished goods (June 30)
Jobs:
Cost:

Continued on next page ¸ º ¸ º ¸ º ¸ º
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6. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods manufactured for June:
Jobs:

7. Compute the cost of goods manufactured for June.  Compute it two ways:

8. Identify the jobs associated with cost of goods sold for June.
Jobs:

9. Compute the cost of goods sold for June.    Compute it two ways.

10. What is the actual cost of overhead incurred during June?
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11. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all direct material to all jobs worked on during June

12. Prepare the journal entry for the addition of all manufacturing overhead to all jobs worked on
during June

13. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods manufactured during June

14. Prepare the journal entry for cost of goods sold for June.

15. Prepare the end of period entry for accounting for overhead.
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ACCT 331 Cost Accounting BGSU
Final PIN#                                  
May, 2008
Albrecht

Q1 EU and stage of completion 10 min 8 pts
Q2 Process costing 40 min 40 pts

Q3 Cost allocation 15 min 20 pts

Q4 Standard costing 15 min 18 pts
Q5 Standard costing    15 min    8 pts

Overall 95 min     94 pts

Instructions:

1. Use only your university p-number, do not write your name on any page of this exam.
2. Budget your time wisely.
3. Show all work and computations.  Showing work and computations is necessary for receiving

partial credit.

4. You may use a calculator, a straight-edge, pens and pencils.  You may not use your text or

any notes.  You may not use a cell phone, PDA, laptop computer.  This exam is closed-book,
closed-notes, and closed-neighbor.

5. Do not cheat!  An exam is not important enough to compromise your honor.  Anyone

caught cheating will be disciplined according to university
policy and course policies listed on the syllabus. 

6. Good luck. 
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Question 1  Bailey Corporation uses weighted-average process costing.   Half the materials are added at
the beginning of the process, with the other half added at the 60% point.  Conversion costs are
incurred uniformly throughout the process.  Equivalent units of production for September are 650
for materials and 615 for conversion.

Beginning work in process totaled 200 units, 80% complete.
500 units were started during the month
Ending work in process consists of 100 units.

Required: Calculate the percentage of completion for ending work in process.
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Question 2  VanJura Company manufactures its one product (jidgets) by a process that requires two
departments.  The production starts in department A and is completed in department B.  Raw materials
are added at the start of production in department A.  Finishing parts (materials) are added at various
points in department B.  Conversion costs are incurred proportionally throughout the production process
in each department.

On April 1, department B had 5,000 units in production (previously transferred in from department A).
These 5,000 units were 50% complete with respect to finishing parts and 45% complete with respect to
conversion.  During April, 721,000 units were transferred from department A to department B.  By the
end of April, a total of 681,000 good units were completed and moved to a warehouse for finished
goods. 12,000 units started during April were spoiled (within the bound of normal spoilage) and
discarded.  The inspection took place after all finishing parts were added and with 78% of conversion
completed.  7,000 units started in April were wrecked in a freak accident when they were 40% complete
with respect to finishing parts and 50% complete with respect to conversion.  The units in ending work
in process at the end of April are 100% complete with respect to transferred in costs, 70% complete with
respect to finishing parts and 65% complete with respect to conversion.

The cost sheet for department B shows that the 5,000 units in production on April 1 carried over costs of
$59,000 for transferred in units, $17,000 for materials, and $100,000 in conversion costs.  During April,
transferred in costs were $6,450,000, finishing parts added cost $1,012,400, and conversion costs added
were $10,000,000.

VanJura uses the FIFO method for department B.

Using a separate sheet of blank paper provided by the professor, for department B prepare a detailed

computation of (1) the costs of goods completed and transferred out, (2) abnormal spoilage and (3) the
cost of ending work in process.  Be sure to clearly label your answers.  Please show all work, including
how you determined the number of equivalent units and cost for equivalent unit for each cost factor.
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Question 3  The Hess Company has two service departments (S1, S2) and two production departments
(P1, P2).  S1 incurs $95,000 of cost, and provides 70% of its service to P1, 10% to P2 and 20% to S2. 
S2 incurs $60,000, and provides 20% of its service to P1, 70% to P2 and 10% to S1.

Allocate the service department costs to the production departments using the direct method.

Prepare the equations necessary for solving this problem using the reciprocal method.
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Question 4  The Boyers Company uses standard costing for the addition of materials and direct labor to
production, and the transfer of units of product from work-in-process to finished goods.

Cost standards for the current year
Direct labor = 0.2 hours per unit @ $40 per hour

Actual production and costs were as follows
Units produced = 20,000
Direct labor incurred = 5,000 hours at a cost of $170,000

1. Compute the labor price (or rate) variance
2. Compute the labor efficiency variance.
3. Prepare a journal entry(ies) for the addition of labor to work in process.
4. Prepare a journal entry(ies) for recognition of the labor variances, if not already included in

above journal entry.
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Question 5  The Ruggles Company has the following standards for labor:  $20 per hour and 0.01 hour
per unit of product produced.  During the past time period, the actual cost for 4,000 hours used is
$90,250

There is a $10,250 unfavorable labor rate (price) variance and a  $2,500 unfavorable labor efficiency

variance.  How many units of completed product are produced?
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 ACCT Cost Accounting
Final Exam
May 2008
Solutions

Question 1  Bailey Corporation uses weighted-average process costing.   Half the materials are added at
the beginning of the process, with the other half added at the 60% point.  Conversion costs are
incurred uniformly throughout the process.  Equivalent units of production for September are 650
for materials and 615 for conversion.

Beginning work in process totaled 200 units, 80% complete.
500 units were started during the month
Ending work in process consists of 100 units.

Required: Calculate the percentage of completion for ending work in process.

Completed WIP = Total EU
Mat 600 (100%) 50 (50%) = 650
CC 600 (100%) 15 (15 %) = 615

EWIP stage of completion = 15% (from conversion costs)
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Question 2
Physical flow:

Units BWIP +Started = Compltd Nor Spoil Abnor Spoil EWIP

5,000 721,000 681,000 12,000 7,000 26,000

FIFO EU Complete Start &

BWIP Complete Nor Spoil Abnor Spoil EWIP

Mat A (TI) 0 676,000 12,000 7,000 26,000 721,000

Mat B 2,500 676,000 12,000 2,800 18,200 711,500

Lab & OH 2,750 676,000 9,360 3,500 16,900 708,510

Table of Costs Mat A (TI) Mat B Lab & OH Total

BWIP 59,000 17,000 100,000 176,000

Current 6,450,000 1,012,400 10,000,000 17,462,400

Total 6,509,000 1,029,400 10,100,000 17,638,400

Current Costs 6,450,000 1,012,400 10,000,000

FIFO EU 721,000 711,500 708,510

Cost / EU 8.94591 1.42291 14.11413

CGM

BWIP 59,000 17,000 100,000

Complete BWIP 0 3,557 38,814

Start & Comp 6,047,435 961,887 9,541,152

Normal 107,351 17,075 132,108

6,213,786 999,519 9,812,074 17,025,379

Abnormal Spoil 62,621 3,984 49,399 116,005

EWIP 232,594 25,897 238,529 497,019

17,638,404
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Question 3  The Hess Company has two service departments (S1, S2) and two production departments
(P1, P2).  S1 incurs $95,000 of cost, and provides 70% of its service to P1, 10% to P2 and 20% to S2. 
S2 incurs $60,000, and provides 20% of its service to P1, 70% to P2 and 10% to S1.

Allocate the service department costs to the production departments using the direct method.

S1 S2 P1 P2

S1 --- 0.2 0.7 0.1

S2 0.1 --- 0.2 0.7

95,000 60,000 0 0

(95,000) .7/.8 83,125 .1/.8 11,875

(60,000) .2/.9 13,333 .7/.9 46,667

0 0 96,458 58,542

Prepare the equations necessary for solving this problem using the reciprocal method.

1*S1 = 95,000 + 0.1*S2 + 0*P1 + 0*P2
1*S2 = 60,000 + 0.2*S1 + 0*P1 + 0*P2
1*P1 = 0 + 0.7*S1 + 0.2*S2 +0*P2
1*P2 = 0 +0.1*S1 + 0.7*S2 +0*P1
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Question 4  The Boyers Company uses standard costing for the addition of materials and direct labor to
production, and the transfer of units of product from work-in-process to finished goods.

Cost standards for the current year
Direct labor = 0.2 hours per unit @ $40 per hour

Actual production and costs were as follows
Units produced = 20,000
Direct labor incurred = 5,000 hours at a cost of $170,000

1. Compute the labor price (or rate) variance
2. Compute the labor efficiency variance.

ActualHrs*ActualRate ActualHrs*StdRate StdHrs*StdRate
5,000*ActRate 5,000*40 20,000*0.2*40

170,000 200,000 160,000

Labor price variance = 30,000 F
Labor efficience variance = 40,000 U

3. Prepare a journal entry(ies) for the addition of labor to work in process.

WIP 160,000
Direct labor efficiency variance 40,000

Direct labor price variance 30,000
Direct labor control 170,000

4. Prepare a journal entry(ies) for recognition of the labor variances, if not already included in
above journal entry.

Direct labor efficiency variance 40,000
Direct labor price variance 30,000
Direct labor control 10,000
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Question 5  The Ruggles Company has the following standards for labor:  $20 per hour and 0.01 hour
per unit of product produced.  During the past time period, the actual cost for 4,000 hours used is
$90,250

There is a $10,250 unfavorable labor rate (price) variance and a  $2,500 unfavorable labor efficiency

variance.  How many units of completed product are produced?

ActualHrs*ActualRate ActualHrs*StdRate StdHrs*StdRate
4,000*ActRate 4,000*20 3,875*20

90,250 80,000 77,500

StdHrs = actual finished units * stdhr / unit
3,875 = actual finished units * 0.01

actual finished units = 387,500
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